3.Professional
Development
3-1 Teaching Development
3-2 Deep Learning
3-3 Counseling and Internship
3-4 Liberal Arts Learning
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Teaching Development
Manpower Resources
For the evaluation process of manpower of the
faculty, the principal led the faculty manpower
planning team to schedule the allocation and
recruitment of staff according to professional
and manpower requirements for each unit and
workloads of teaching and administration. For the
recruitment of full-time teachers at each teaching
unit of departments of the school, the principal
conducted a discussion on the "Teacher Recruitment
Planning Committee", and relevant units for
recruitment and deans must be present to explain
the needs for teachers and recruitment qualifications.
Furthermore, via public recruitment from the
personnel office of the school,teachers can be
officially hired after an evaluation is passed by
the teaching evaluation committee of three
instances at three levels. The school provides an
opportunity and channel for the faculty to do
in-service training, conducts promotion annually,
and provides the channel for the promotion of
staff who have excellent performances. Also, the
organization's manpower can be vitalized through
unit rotation, and so on.

Type of employment

Gender

Age

Male Female

Full-time

Part-time

Professor

149

78

193

Associate professor

176

97

Assistant professor

148

195

Lecturer

37

Teaching assistant

Under the

Between the

In total
Over the age

age of 30

ages of 31 to 50

of 51

34

0

40

187

227

196

77

0

105

168

273

210

133

1

253

89

343

311

172

176

12

232

104

348

7

0

3

4

0

5

2

7

Staff

388

0

120

268

Technical worker/
maintenance worker

7

0

5

2

388
0

2

5

7

Note: The recruitment of full-time teachers can be categorized into three types, namely initial contract, continuing contract,
and long-term contract. The initial contract is for one year, the continuing contract is for one year when renewed for the first
time, and two years for the following times.

63.9%
29

Rate of recruitment(%)
29%

1

0

11

7

35

35%

1

2

16

5

36

32%

12

1

2016 academic year

0

16

2017 academic year

2

10

Female

77.2%

Under the age Between the ages Over the age
of 30
of 31 to 50
of 51

Under the age Between the ages Over the age
of 30
of 31 to 50
of 51

Male

13

22.8%

Under the age Between the ages Over the age
of 30
of 31 to 50
of 51

Rate of recruitment(%)
48%

2015 academic year

26

8

0

11

4

0

2016 academic year

17

10

1

10

5

0

48
43

2017 academic year

33

11

0

9

3

1

57

57%

22

34

Rate of turnover (%)
7%

9

Staff turnover teachers

2017 Academic year - the distribution of teachers/staff

Appendixes

4

0

44

23

Strategy 4:
Intelligent
School Affairs

12

2015 academic year

New recruitment
- staff

Male

Strategy 3:
Connecting
International

0

Under the age Between the ages Over the age
of 30
of 31 to 50
of 51

Tunghai University considers manpower the use of
resources for the evaluation of resource efficiency
and improves the highest value of resources created
through analysis. Also, the school regards improvement
of the personnel system, recruitment of outstanding
talents, improvement of the quality of the faculty,
enhancement of the quality of administrative services,
and seeking of benefits for the faculty as goals.
In the 2017 academic year, the number of
full-time teachers is 517. The numbers of teachers at
each level respectively are 149 professors, 176
associate professors, 148 assistant professors, 37
lecturers, 7 teaching assistants, making the ratio of
teachers up to 21.27%. To coordinate with the school
affairs development and requirement for courses from
each of the departments, the number of part-time
teachers with relevant academic specialties hired
annually is 681, whose welfare and obligation differ
from those of full-time teachers. The numbers of
staff and technical workers/maintenance workers at
each unit respectively are 388 and 36; they both are
official workers in the school.

Category

Female

36.1%

13

New recruitment
- teachers

Strategy 2:
Innovation
Research

Female

28.1%

Under the age Between the ages Over the age
of 30
of 31 to 50
of 51

2015 academic year

1

2

6

Male

23

71.9%

Under the age Between the ages Over the age
of 30
of 31 to 50
of 51

0

43%

3

2016 academic year

0

8

7

0

3

12

30

6%

2017 academic year

0

4

5

1

2

20

32

7%

28

Staff turnover staff

Female

70.0%

Under the age Between the ages Over the age
of 30
of 31 to 50
of 51

Male

12

20.0%

Under the age Between the ages Over the age
of 30
of 31 to 50
of 51

2015 academic year

11

8

6

4

1

2

2016 academic year

13

14

8

8

4

2017 academic year

13

9

6

7

4

Rate of turnover (%)

3

32
50

8%
12%

1

40

11%
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Talent recruitment and retention

36 for the number of people
Recruitment on
outstanding talents

Subsidy for the number of people in
the 2015-2017 academic year

3,550,000 dollars

●

Welfare and
retirement
●

Amount of subsidized flexible salary in
the 2015-2017 academic year
For the outstanding teachers under the age of 55, they are paid monthly.
Professors (researchers): The monthly awards are less than 80,000 dollars as
a principle. Associate professors (associate researchers): The monthly awards are
less than 60,000 dollars as a principle.
Assistant professors (assistant researchers): The monthly awards are less than
30,000 dollars as a principle.

●

System of salaries
and welfare

●

●

For the faculty in the system, in addition to participating in the system of private school retirement funds
and choosing to join the system of personal increasing allocation, since the 2009 academic year, the
school has initiated the system of welfare funding retirement of Tunghai University. Parts of the retirement
pension are withdrawn from monthly expenditures provided by individuals in 3% to 6% of the amount, and
the school also provides school funds in the same amount because this welfare system will increase the
pension of our school staff by more than a quarter compared with other private schools.
In addition, to revitalize manpower and look after senior staff, in the 2009 academic year, the school has
stipulated the Regulations for Retirement and Lay-off Indemnity and Resignation of Annual Fund Granting
for the Faculty of the School.

The school has paid the salaries to full-time faculty members according to the treatment standard of
public teachers over the years.
The given monthly allowance for housing or transportation expenses of 500 to 1,940 dollars of Tunghai is
better than that of public schools.
In 2018, according to the standard of public education for salary increases, the contracted staff will have
their benefits increased by 3% simultaneously.

124 for the number of people
Awarding
outstanding
talents

Subsidy for the number of people in the
104-106 academic year
●

15,975,080 dollars

Amount of subsidized flexible salary in
the 2015-2017 academic year

For the teachers who have excellent performance in academic research, industry
-academia research, interdisciplinary research, they are awarded additionally.
In their academic writings, they are recommended to the Ministry of Science and
Technology for the application for the awards based on implementing the
programs of the Ministry of Science and Technology, other governmentcommissioned research programs, or industry-academia cooperation programs, etc.

●

Other welfare

●

●

Dormitory: More than 400 dormitories is provided for the faculty members.
Health management: Funds are prepared to include faculty in group insurance and the cost of medical
examinations for colleagues is subsidized.
Childcare from the age of 0: A contract is signed with childcare centers with fine quality to guarantee that
the children of the school can have a priority to receive childcare services. Moreover, in an attempt to provide
comprehensive childcare, kindergartens, elementary schools, and high schools are established on campus.
Tunghai University subsidizes children's education on the tuition depending on the public education
standard to improve childcare environment.

Incentive and subsidy mechanism for teachers' teaching

Selection of
distinguished
professors

31 for the number of people

Regulations for the reduction of
teaching hours for newly hired
assistant professors

Encouraging academic research and reducing three teaching hours per week for newly hired
assistant professors within two academic years after their employment

1,380,000 dollars

Mechanism of awarding teachers
with outstanding performance

Improving teaching outcomes, teaching materials and preparation, and teaching enthusiasm

Regulations for Implementing
flexible salaries

Stipulating the "Regulations for Implementing flexible salaries of Tunghai University" and
especially emphasizing the three dimensions of teaching, service, and counseling from teachers
with specific performance in terms of the award targets

Regulations for subsidizing the
preparation of teaching materials
and teaching aids

Encouraging the full-time teachers at the school to develop teaching materials and teaching aids
to enhance teaching quality and establish teaching characteristics

Subsidies for the research program
on teaching practice

Encouraging applications for interdisciplinary courses with similar topics with regard to the
"Regulations for the Subsidies for the Teaching Practice Research Program and Group Course of
Tunghai University", with no more than 200 thousand dollars per case

Subsidy for the number of people in the
2015-2017 academic year
Amount of subsidies (flexible salary) in
the 2015-2017 academic year

For the purpose of encouraging the professors at the school to make a contribution
to enhancing the standard of academia and striving for higher reputation, "the
Regulations for Employment of Distinguished Professors at Tunghai University"
are especially stipulated.
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Teaching Innovation
To enhance the performances of full-time teachers' teaching,

Through the mechanism of teacher evaluation, teachers at the school

Improving teaching quality and students' learning results are the main

research, service, and counseling to improve the quality of teachings

can not only contemplate the self-positioning and directions for

goals for Tunghai University. The school continues to fulfill teaching

overall, in the 2011 academic year, the school has stipulated the

development, but also review their own teaching effectiveness and

quality through the mechanism of internal and external improvements,

"Principle of Teacher Evaluation at Tunghai University" and the

seek for improvement by the selection of weighting of different

as shown in Figure 4-6. However, how can we maintain the motivation

"Enforcement Rules of Teacher Evaluation at Tunghai University". The

projects. In terms of teaching, in addition to the result of teaching

for innovative teaching? How can we cultivate students' abilities to

targets for evaluation are full-times teachers who have served in the

evaluation, indicators, such as the consistency of teaching and

solve problems? How can we enhance the passion for interdisciplin-

school for more than four years, and their overall performance is

specialties, teaching hours, the burden of teaching, use of digital

ary learning and international mobility?

evaluated based on four main items, such as teaching, research,

teaching platforms, special teaching performance, etc. With the

service, and counseling. For the evaluation of the teachers of the

promotion of the teacher evaluation system, the teaching and

school, considering the diversity of different colleges, in addition to the

research performances of the teachers at the school have

common benchmark throughout the school, each college has further

improved considerably in recent years.

stipulated its assessment indicators and scoring standards depending on
the characteristics of its teaching and research and reference to the spirit
of teacher evaluation. The result of evaluation serves as an important
reference for teacher promotion, renewal, non-renewal, and award.each

Course
reformation

unit respectively are 388 and 36; they both are official workers in the
school.

● College Course Reform
● Course Online Teaching

Item

Professor

104

105

106

Subtotal

Number of people
for evaluation

16

46

25

102

Number of people
passing evaluation
Number of people
failing the evaluation

16

44

25

100

0

2

0

2

Teachers' teaching
● Developing a diverse mentor
system

● Enhancing innovative teaching
energy

Associate
professor

Number of people
for evaluation

31

69

32

159

Number of people
passing evaluation
Number of people
failing the evaluation

31

58

25

140

0

11

7

18

● Establishing excellent teaching
and research models

● Implementing the teacher
appraisal evaluation

Assistant
professor

Lecturer

All teachers

Number of people
for evaluation

19

53

23

107

Number of people
passing evaluation
Number of people
failing the evaluation

17

39

11

78

2

14

12

28

Number of people
for evaluation

3

17

8

30

Number of people
passing evaluation
Number of people
failing the evaluation

3

9

3

17

0

8

5

13

Number of people
for evaluation

69

185

88

398

Number of people
passing evaluation
Number of people
failing the evaluation

67

150

64

335

2

35

24

63

● Course Practice Linking
● Interdisciplinary Learning
Courses

● Flexible Teaching System
● Diverse Autonomous
Learning

Student learning
● Interdisciplinary career counseling

Internationalization

● Remedial tutoring for students
● Global vision competitiveness internship
● Establishing a mechanism for sustainable
liberal arts education throughout the school

● Service leader/servant leader training
mechanism

● Building an International
College

● Awarding for study abroad
program

● Creating an international
learning environment

● Recruiting international
teachers to the school

Four dimensions of teaching innovation
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Course reformation

(1) Constructing a mechanism of liberal arts sustainability

(1) Deep-Plowing course reformation:

at the school：

In 2013, the school held two-time the "Liberal Arts Learning Promotion
Committee" and completed the legitimization of the Po-Ya School.
Seven core skills for liberal arts learning have also been stipulated to
integrate the students' learning process of liberal arts. In 2015, the
"platform of liberal arts learning process information" was officially
online in order to effectively integrate activities about liberal arts
learning and course information throughout the school.

(2) Establishing a leader cultivation mechanism of
Servant-Leadership:

The notion of labor service education which the school has is sublimated
to expand the "spirit of service" from the missionary who founded this school.
Teams of diverse students are built to practice service leadership.
Tunghai is regarded as an important force which promotes the
teaching improvement as a whole, including Alpha Leaders of the
Office of Student Affairs, club cadres, dormitory chiefs, the TA
(Teaching Assistant) system of the Office of Academic Affairs, student
self-organized learning communities, team leaders of the Office of
Student Labor, TC Fighters (volunteers of senior classmates to assist
in counseling the operation of clubs), volunteers for career counseling
in the Placement and Alumni Office, and student communities such
as innovation and entrepreneurship teams.

(3) Counseling for interdisciplinary careers:

In 2014, the career center and the career platform were built to allow
different types of counseling and planning to meet the needs of
students. Students' abilities to work in a workplace can be enhanced
during their time in the school through career interdisciplinary
mentors, career exploration and counseling at all stages, suitability
analysis, and various career lectures. In the future, "Workplace
Internship" will be the main core for development for decreasing the
gap between learning and using, including the design of internship
credits in the course system, linking enterprises of internship
domestically and abroad, and establishment of a center for
international internship counseling and education of the school.

Vision of school
affairs development

To promote fundamental courses, integration courses, interdisciplinary
credit courses, and all-English courses, the school has inspected the
outcome carried out by each department to expect a specific
implementation of various reforming programs and develop featuring
courses of each of the departments and colleges through the
"Interdisciplinary Promotion Teacher System" and college-integrating
subject knowledge. The key points for promotion in the future
include the planning and adjustment of the compulsory credits of
each department, the encouragement of students interdepartmental
courses, the development of double-major courses, comprehensive
promotion of integrated courses, and courses combined with practical
internships. Meanwhile, for the purpose of enhancing the abilities of
students' digital technology application and logical thinking, a
common course on information language proficiency throughout
the school has also been promoted to strengthen "two types of
languages" and "computer languages".

(2) Encouraging diverse autonomous learning:

According to diversion-learning courses and classification of the top
ten employability indicators, Tunghai University has inducted statistics
on the course's attributes of each department and promoted an
adaptive diversion mechanism. In the future, through the platform of
liberal arts learning process information, advice on the selection of
activities and courses and references for career suitability were
provided depending on students' learning process as suggestions
for learning at school. "Online learning library" is considered to be
the main theme of development. The key points for promotion in the
future include an implementation of online common fundamental
courses at high school, communities of students' autonomous
learning, MOOCs courses, the improvement of self-learning professional
classroom to build a digital learning environment of the school.

(3) Deepening interdisciplinary learning courses:

industry courses, and a career-counseling mechanism to enhance
students ' employment competitiveness starting with the
interdisciplinary courses. In addition to encouraging students to
apply for minors and double majors, Tunghai University has also
actively delivered interdisciplinary credit programs to cultivate
interdisciplinary talents needed for the development of industries
and society. From implementing the connection between academic
and practical fields from the perspective of courses, a series of industryspecific courses are delivered to cultivate talents required for the
development of industries and society. The key points for promotion
in the future include an establishment of interdisciplinary credit
programs, the delivery of cross-college syn-chronic teaching system
and micro-credit courses, and setup of a more flexible cross-college
course selection mechanism.

Five goals
for education

Teaching Excellence
program
Higher Education
Sprout project
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Teachers' teaching

Internationalization

(1) Implementing the delivery of the international college: (1) Enhancing innovative teaching energy:
In 2013, the school officially established an international college
with having all-English teaching, focusing on liberal arts, and
taking humanities and sustainable thinking into consideration.
The four-year International Business Administration Program
and the one-year architecture creation group courses were
delivered, which emphasizes fundamental education that is on
par with international, global leadership, and whole-person
development. The courses include the trend of contemporary
political economy and social culture, art conservation, change in
the ecological environment, global citizenship in the 21st century,
and so on, which makes Tunghai University the first example as an
international college for all-English teaching in Taiwan.

(2) Awarding for the study abroad program:

Teachers and students in Tunghai University who cooperated
with foreign schools were awarded for various overseas study
programs, such as long- and short-term exchange programs,
overseas professional internship programs, and design workshops.
In the meantime, various international exchange activities
domestically and abroad were conducted.

The school regularly holds the training of teachers' professional
growth and organizes the community of the training of teachers'
professional growth. Furthermore, through a teacher navigating
system, the atmosphere for new teachers for co-learning can be
created to promote the cultivation of elite teachers on campus. In
addition, to cultivate high-quality teaching assistants to assist
teachers' teaching and alleviate the burden on teachers so as to
enhance the students' learning result, the school strengthened peer
learning after class through a complete system of teaching assistant
promotion. Starting from the 2014 academic year, "Certification
on Qualification of Teaching Assistant" was carried out to verify the
teaching and counseling by teaching assistants as well as effectively
cultivate high-quality teaching assistants.

(2) Developing a diverse mentor system:

According to the development characteristics and actual needs
for each department, more than 420 professors in total currently
took the responsibilities of mentors' tasks throughout the school.
Approximately 40 academy mentors helped and counseled
academy students to participate in various course activities of
academy and daily learning. In 2013, the establishment of career
interdisciplinary mentors and the adaptive diversion was initiated.
Until 2015, 33 career interdisciplinary mentors assisted each of the
departments in implementing the "mechanism of adaptive diversion".
In the future, for the mentor system, the students' diverse learning
path will be further considered for the planning of different types of
diverse mentors.

(3) Creating an international learning environment:

International learning corners were built as the "English Corner"
and the "Japanese Corner" with teachers and foreign language
learning volunteers building an all-foreign-language environment.
Starting from the 2015 academic year, the " Chinese Corner" has
been added to create an international friendly campus environment.
In addition, through a long-term overseas internship and a
cultivation mechanism, a non-course corporate internship
mechanism was completed. In combination with the international
volunteer community of the Office of International Relations, it
is hoped that students at the school can enrich their own
language skills and exert their personal qualities with the
cultivation of a diverse international perspective and enforcement
of their employment competitiveness.

(3) Establishing the paradigm of excellent teaching:

To enhance teaching atmosphere and teaching quality, the school
aims to increase teachers' motivation on teaching through an awarding
mechanism for outstanding teachers (measures such as an excellent
mentor award, a teaching innovation award, flexible salaries, and
teaching materials and teaching aid subsidies) and so on. In addition,
the school has established the "Diversified Teacher Promotion Team"
to construct a more complete promotion system for diverse teachers
and completely abandon "scoring by output value" as well as
implement the "whole person assessment".

An online survey, teaching
evaluations,course committee
at all levels, teaching development
committee ...

Action on teaching
quality enhancement
Community/course/
system/space

Continuous improvement of teaching at the school
2018 Social Responsibility Report, Tunghai University
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Deep Learning
Teaching Quality

Course design

Course evaluation

The course committee of the school regularly

In 2012, The school stipulated the "Regulations for

holds a meeting for developing course

Implementing Course Evaluation of Tunghai University".

planning directions. "The course planning

The course evaluation is categorized into two parts,

and design cycle improvement mechanism"

namely the overall course structure and the teaching

is gradually constructed according to the

content and method of individual courses. The evaluation

The Placement and Alumni Office

PDCA structure as the basis for course

is conducted once every two years as a principle. An

1.Graduate Flow Survey

improvement. In addition, a self-evaluation

external evaluation was conducted for individual courses

2.Employer Satisfaction Survey

mechanism is implemented while regular

and overall department courses. The purpose of the

3.Graduate Employment Satisfaction Survey

external reviews are conducted by inviting

evaluation is to review whether the overall structure of

off-campus members for reviewing

courses taught in departments, the intention of teachers'

4.Alumni Course Evaluation Survey (Biennial)

department course structures, educational

courses, and teaching methods or activities accord

goals, and core abilities as references for

with educational goals set by the departments and

course improvement and department

students' core capability and to ensure that the

course quality improvement.

curriculum design can meet the teaching goals set
by the departments.

course planning and design cycle improvement mechanism
● External review of educational goals and core competencies (biennial)
● Provision and feedback provided from external members
(alumni, companies, experts)

External

Course Committee

Continuous Improvement

Department

● At the beginning of the period: setting the course
adjustment plan

● At the end of the period: review the course adjustment plan

Modification of Educational Goals and
Core Competencies

Internal

Course Design Revision

College

Course Map Update

Reviewing

● Reviewing the course adjustment plan approved by
the course committee of the department

● Inspecting the target completion rate

School
● Reviewing the course adjustment plan approved by

Course Implementation

Students' Learning
Result Committee

the College Course Committee

● Inspecting the target completion rate
● The Operation of Teaching Evaluation Committee and
Teaching Development Committee

Analysis, Inspection
Self-Evaluation Analysis Report

Registration
Section

Student Performance Analysis

Curriculum
Section

Departmental Course Evaluation

Education
Center

Analysis Report of Teaching
Assessment Results

Teaching
Excellence
Head Office

Teaching Excellence Network
Questionnaire
Self-Evaluation Mechanism for
Teaching and Learning

(Early Warning, Failure Rate, Withdrawal)

(Individual and Overall)
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Five educational objectives: professional
and interdisciplinary knowledge and
competency, interpersonal literacy, passion
for service, international perspective,and
innovative ability
To ensure the mechanism of the students' learning result,
the school has made promotion with five educational
goals of Tunghai and the vision of the school affairs
development program as guidelines starting from the

THU

Cycle Improvement

mechanism and the practice. In the vision of being an

An Innovative and Outstanding
一 University with Profound Liberal Arts

innovative and outstanding university, Tunghai University
considers the cultivation of global citizens and servant
leadership to be the goals in terms of students' characters
and leadership. Students' fundamental knowledge is
hoped to be strengthened on the foundation and
expertise with initiating more diverse interdisciplinary

Support、
Assessment、
Development、
Student's Learning Result
Transfer Alert
Support

learning. Regarding the research and development of

Tutor Career
Competition
Licenses

teachers and students, more attention is to be paid to the
Graduation
Qualifications

contribution to society and the sustainable impact.
There are two parts in the aspect of coursework learning

through regularly reviewing relevant learning results of the
"students' learning result committee" and the "liberal arts
learning promotion committee". Teaching quality,

Method

Mentors with Specific
Responsibilities

Daily-Life Counseling
Counseling for Internship
Other Counseling

Career Analysis

Development

Dormitory and Learning
Theme Villages

Student Learning

Servant Leader

Career Development

Alpha Leader
Student Autonomy

Two Types of Three Kinds Four topics of
Languages of Learning Sustainability

"featured Learning". Generally, the school ensures that the
liberal arts learning, and so on can be put into practice

Ensuring Students'
Learning Results

Early Warning Counseling

Featured
Learning

including "Mentor System", "coursework counseling" and
abilities from departments, such as professional learning,

Counseling for
International Students

Learning Results

mechanism" and "support, evaluation, and development
parts in the aspect of life learning and counseling,

Diverse Mentors for
Competency Workshop

School Affairs Research
Multiple Enrollment
Po-Ya School
Mechanism
Core Competencies

Coursework
Counseling

Graduation
Assessment Threshold

and counseling, including "admission and management
of students' learning results". Moreover, there are three

Mentor
System

Admission and Enrollment
Management Mechanism

Learning Space

Students' Learning Result Committee
Po-Ya Learning Result Committee
Foundation
and
Expertise

Department
and
Professional
Courses

Hard
Power

Servant
Leadership
Development

Soft
Power

Liberal
Arts
Learning

students' learning results, innovation and research energy,
international links, and social influence can only be
enhanced through developing its own characteristics of

Core Competency
Development

Characters and
leadership

school affairs and development with an aim to the vision
of being "aninnovative and outstanding university with
profound liberal arts".
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Learning Result
The school assists students in learning development with three cycle mechanisms, namely "budding",

graduation requirement stipulation; (3) Practicing phase: To encourage students to practice their learning

"rooting", and "practicing". (1) Budding phase: To support students' earning through the student learning

results with different kinds ofawarding measures, such as off-campus competitions, excellent teaching

community and various learning and counseling mechanism; (2) Rooting phase: To guide students to sharpen

assistants, etc.

their expertise via various measures, such as teaching assistant training, professional license subsidies, and

Budding phase
Communities of
students'
autonomous
learning

Students' learning
and counseling

To promote students' autonomous learning
atmosphere and encourage student self-organized
learning groups, the purposes of improvement of
students' self-learning result and experience and
knowledge sharing can be achieved through peers'
interactive discussion and collectively studying
coursework and extracurricular reading materials.
Relevant activities, lectures, and competitions are
conducted to expand the self-learning atmosphere of
students on campus through peers' interactive
discussion, collective coursework studying, and
extending reading,. Through interdisciplinary
cooperation for more creative ideas, students can
have a deeper understanding of specific topics (e.g.
new southbound, aging, etc.).

a. On-site coursework counseling ,echanism:
The professional subject learning-and -counseling
on-site service is provided every semester. Moreover,
with the service of making appointment online,
tailor-made counseling can be provided to students
who make appointments in advance. On-site
counselors were provided at dormitory areas in the
2017 academic year to allow students to look for
coursework counseling nearby, hence having
students' learning results enhanced.

b.Counseling and caring mechanism of early
warning for assisting students in assignments:

Building a flexible
transfer program
system

To carry out the counseling for students with low
academic performance and poor learning results and
strengthen the effectiveness of students in school,
the school has stipulated the "Regulations for
implementing Early Warning System and Counseling
for College Students of Tunghai University".
The reinforcement of the "transfer program system"
can provide students with an opportunity other than
suspension and transfer of schooling. This helps some
students successfully complete their studies in 4
years of university and avoid problems such as
extended or postponed schooling due to suspension
and tests for transfer of schooling.

Rooting phase
Cultivation
mechanism
for teaching
assistant talents

TA Teaching Inheritance Service

iLearn Online Competency Learning

A consultation and discussion
groups are set up by excellent
TA winners to assist students
who are TAs for the
first time and
establish a TA
TA Teaching
inheritance
Inheritance
system
Service

Uploading online videos such as
workshops and teaching lectures
in recent years, so that TA can be
charged online at any time

Online iLearn
Learning

Teaching Assistant
Diverse Education

Lecture
Empowerment

Execution
History

Empowerment Workshop

Work Report

Participating in lectures or
workshops organized by the
teaching and resource center

Regularly submitting work content,
experiences, and reflections, and
conducting introspective reviews
through record keeping

Subsidies for
professional
certificates

Teaching assistants play an integral part in an
educational environment at a university. Not
only are the teachers' facilitators and
communicators, but they are also students'
tutors and role models for learning.
Therefore, the improvement of their own
professional abilities and competency literacy
is rather of importance. To encourage
teaching assistants to learn continuously, the
school provides them with diverse
educational programs for the improvement
of their capabilities with different teaching
competency stimulation.
To encourage students of the school to
actively participate in professional certificate
examinations and obtain certificates, the
school has stipulated the "Regulations for
Subsidies for Professional Certificates for
Students of Tunghai University" to award
students who have passed various
professional certificate examinations so as to
increase their willingness to participate and
certificate- obtaining rates. Until now, 961
cases regarding certificates have been
subsidized. International certificates include
CFA Financial Analyst, U.S. Financial Risk
Management Analyst, Certified
SOLIDWORKS Associate (CSWA), IoT
Engineer Certification, etc. Certificates issued
by the government include Social Worker,
Food Inspection Analyst, Foreign Language
Leader (English), BI software application, ERP
planner, etc. In addition to encouraging
students to pass language tests, the school
has stipulated the Japanese Test Awarding
System. Unitil now, 94 students have passed
the N1 test and 378 students have passed the
N2 test. Moreover, in 2016, the "Subsidies for
Tests of European Languages" was included.
Three students have passed the Goethe-Zertifikat German and DELE Spanish tests.

Teaching assistant diverse programs
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Interdisciplinary
Learning
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Center International Internship Development

D

Internship
Credit
Courses

B
Internship
Illustration
Meeting
and
Workshop

Internship
Matchmaking

C

D

Internship Abroad

Domestic Internship
Workplace
Employment

Internship
Platform

A

Local Practice
(1)USR
(2)Capstone

A

Arrangement of Course Delivery Capability
Foundation
Course

Industry
Credit
Courses

D

A
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Placement and Alumni Office

C

A

Departmental
Learning
Guidelines

Strategy 4:
Intelligent
School Affairs

Career Lectures (business visits/job fairs)

(2) UCAN

Freshmen

C

Department

C

(1) CPAS

Student
Admission

Strategy 3:
Connecting
International

Students are cultivated to have employability before graduation and practice what they have learned after graduation to effectively assist them in building a career notion
right after the admission to the school. The school divided career educational resources for students into three dimensions. Firstly, starting with career exploration, students
are guided from the angle of "knowing yourself - understanding yourself; knowing your enemy - understanding the industry environment". Next, UCAN competency
resources are used to establish course navigation to provide students with courses and industrial corresponding information. Eventually, through an internship platform
with the aid of internship participation, students' perception of the industries can be improved, so that they can learn how to connect with the industry, and then achieve
great competitiveness in terms of employment, as shown in Figure 2-15.

(Trait Analysis)

High
School
End

Strategy 2:
Innovation
Research

To support students' learning development and assessment, the Placement and Alumni Office has enhanced the implementation of students' learning results through
internships domestically and abroad, links between courses and industries, etc. In terms of courses, career counseling courses and elective courses in two colleges are
promoted each semester - the Career and Vocation Lecture Hall. The course structure would be adjusted every year according to the direction of policy development
and variation in the industry to assist students in an awareness of the transition from school to the workplace.

Career educational
resource planning
for students

Career
Exploration

Strategy 1:
Professional
Development

Sustainable
Development
for School Affairs

About Tunghai

To encourage students actively to participate in off-campus competitions, the school stipulated the "Regulations for Subsidies for off-Campus competitions" in the 2014
academic year to award students who have won competitions outside the school. Meanwhile, to award the preceptors, the school altered relevant content and incorporated
the procedures for application in the 2016 academic year, and amended the regulations as the "Guidelines for Awarding Students at Tunghai University for off-Campus
Competition". The school awards students for participating in professional competitions domestically and abroad for the enhancement of their self-ability and recognition
of the learning result. Also, by this awarding measure, teachers are facilitated to develop students' learning potential and demonstrate the effectiveness of teachers' and
students' professional learning.

Award subsidies
for off-campus
competition

Practicing
phase

Result and
Recognition

C

Alumni Lectures
(career mentors/alumni corporate mentors)
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Counseling and Internship
Mentor system
To implement the counseling tasks of mentors, the school has stipulated the "Regulations for Implementing the Mentor System", the "Enforcement Rules of the Implementation of the Distribution of Mentors' Wages", and
the "Regulations for Awarding Excellent Mentors". Around 400 professors in total took responsibilities of mentors' tasks throughout the school. Approximately 40 academy mentors helped and counseled Po-Ya students to
participate in various course activities of academy and daily learning. Each of the departments is assisted in implementing the "mechanism of adaptive diversion" with respect to students with different interests and
abilities for choosing different learning paths. In addition, the Student Counseling Center promotes the "class lectures to implement the counseling mechanism" and "psychological health examination for freshmen" to
assist in the implementation of students' counseling work. Activities regarding self-exploration and life adaptation are arranged every semester to provide mentors with diverse counseling resources in an attempt to
enhance students' self-growth. In cooperation with the three-level prevention program for depression and self-harm by the Ministry of Education, mentors from each of the departments and colleges shared the results of the
psychological assessment for freshmen. Furthermore, case discussions and project workshops were executed on common problems encountered by recent students to raise mentors' awareness of crisis management competency and
establish consensus and application of resources for cooperation in the school counseling system.
Teachers with specific responsibilities are offered by the International Office of the school for providing counseling and assistance for overseas Chinese students and foreign students. The teachers are familiarized with
related operating procedures and requirements for international students according to three dimensions, such as admission to the school, coursework, and life. Teachers also need to show their concerns about students'
daily life learning anytime. The International Office provides complete care, which mainly focuses on the counseling of campus life and local cultural blending. With the participation of senior classmates from each
social activity, international students can be actively taken care of and receive assistance. Together with the departments' caring about their academic progress of coursework, international students can rapidly blend
into campus life. The care for campus life includes residence permits applying, new student counseling, graduate blessing, etc. Several events on festivals and cultural exchanges are held, such as Christmas dinners,
Chinese New Year parties, International Cultural Week, and so on, the purpose of which is to facilitate the communication among international students from all over the world and build a platform for interaction
between local students and international students in a bid to promote the atmosphere of the Tunghai International Village.

Students' Learning and Counseling
The TA system and the counseling of students receiving an essential early warning are implemented with continuously tacking. "An early warning student list" is provided by each department and mentor at the
beginning of each semester. That is, for students who have failed academic performance in one-half (or two-thirds) of their credits, the departments and mentors are reminded to actively show their caring for the
students on the selection of courses and give them suggestions for courses. After a final term is finished and teachers complete the early warning operation, letters from the Office of Academic Affairs are sent to remind
the mentors from each department to conduct a counseling talk on the "list of students receiving an essential early warning" (that is, students receiving a mid-term early warning with more than one-half credits and
students receiving an early warning at the beginning of a semester). This is done with the hope to understand students' problems with courses and to offer suggestions. Moreover, early warning counseling is recorded in
the teacher information system to build complete counseling information.
Furthermore, early warning, counseling, and tracking measures for students with poor learning results are established. The rate of students receiving an essential early warning and having counseling should be above
85%, and those who can effectively improve their learning results after receiving counseling should be above 90%. The teaching and resource center arranges an on-site coursework counseling service at teaching units
or the discussion room in the library. The service conducts coursework consultation for basic subjects and provides a personalized teaching service for foreign students in a way of bilingual for learning and counseling
after school. In 2015, a consultation platform for online coursework counseling was established to enable students to conduct coursework discussions without being limited to a specific field.
early warning

Outstanding students in bachelor's and master's programs of the school take the responsibility as on-site course counselors.
early warning for
Students receiving an essential early warning are recorded in detail in the mentor system via having an interview for counseling with mentors.
a single subject
early warning for
credits reaching 1/2

counselling
target

Mentors have to proceed with a follow-up interview for a consultation with them and fill in the record form in the mentor
system online.

Students receiving an Students are asked to participate in individual or small classes of remedial teaching held by the departments.
essential early warning Then, students are cared for and provided with supervision from their parents.

Students are asked to take part in an on-site course consultation in the form of one-on-one coursework
counseling offered by the Teaching Resource Center. Eventually, the Student Counseling Center provides
counseling for students to cope with their learning difficulties.
After the interview for the consultation, students and relevant counseling resources are taken into consideration by
selecting a follow-up counseling scheme to let students acquire further assistance.

Process of mentor
counseling referral
Mentor system for
online assignment

counselling
method

Early warning and
class-suspending
system
Consultation

If the students are determined to have an overburden of learning or have a learning disability in a certain subject, it is recommended to
apply for class-suspension for the subjects with an early warning from the Office of Academic Affairs.

Students are provided with individual one-on-one coursework consultation and strengthened counseling after class for basic and required subjects.
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Daily-Life Counseling
Military instructors responsible for counseling students in the departments are provided for each school system throughout the school to help students with their safety and daily-life counseling. Each of the departments and
colleges has complete counseling, remedy, and awarding mechanisms for students' learning and guidance: Students' learning situation can be fully grasped and cared about by having mentors' counseling, teaching assistants for
strengthening the counseling, regular interviews with teachers, good use ofonline resources such as teaching platforms, etc. In addition, some departments provide the learning and counseling practice - "big hands holding small
hands". In addition to teachers' teaching and answering classmates' questions in class, senior students are invited to provide coursework and learning counselingof "big hands holding small hands" for junior classmates.

Promoting the Theme Village
Dormitor y Learning Program

Holding multiple extracurricular
learning activities for enriching cadres

On the basis of the original dormitory

Self-growth can be realized to develop

learning courses (Males' dormitories -

a sound personality in the practical

Star ting from 2011, the "Alpha Leader project" of caring for freshmen has been initiated (as shown

SOAR House and Learning Village and

process, including:

in Figure 2-17). Around 250 students are recruited ever y year as Alpha Leaders. Star ting from the

Alpha Leader Program

four-day "University Introduction to Freshmen" in September,freshmen have been assisted in adapting

Females' dormitory - LOVE Home),

to college life and find resources on campus to solve problems in a timely manner. A complete Alpha

administrative units are combined to

A. Enhancing students' leadership
competency:

expand and promote dormitory

holding "Leadership Competency Training

re f l e c t i o n , i n te r p e r s o n a l c a re , s c h o o l h i s to r y a n d h u m a n i t i e s , e tc . , w h i c h c a n c u l t i va te l e a d e r s '

learning. Dormitory and learning

for Club Cadres", "Leadership Competency

competency and skills and become role models for junior classmates.

theme villages such as Innovation and

Training Course for Club Cadres",

Entrepreneurship Village, International

"conduct Training Camp", etc.

Resources from the departments and

Village, Hengde Village, and Art
Village are established. By these fields
of practice, a diverse learning approach is
established to guide dormitory students
to perceive and understand themselves,

B. Cultivating social citizens with a
passion for the local community
and a world view:
Club participation is encouraged to
facilitate elementary and high school

expand self-growth, and experience

developing services, winter and summer

caring for civil society. In the 2018

camp services, and learning community

academic year, the dormitory and

service activities.

Leader training system has been developed since 2015, including experiential education, guided

SA
About 50 people

freshmen with the number of 3500. With

C. Diverse club activities:
The clubs of the school can be categorized

interpersonal communication and active

into six kinds, namely autonomy, student

learning as the goal for development,

organization, art, service, recreation,

courses and resources were introduced

academic, and comprehensive, with 104

to provide freshmen with high-quality

clubs in total.

accommodation of a common experience.
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Alpha Leader
About 250 people
Freshmen
About 3,500 people

Stay
Focused

Holistic
Involvement

Training Goals for the
Coaching Team

learning theme villages were adjusted to
forge a freshman village for all

Autonomy
Challenge

Coordinator
3-5 people

OpenMinded

Care for
others with a
sense
of justice

Alpha Leader Training System of the school

Sense of
Responsibility
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Counseling for Internship

Career development counseling

For students participating in internships, the school holds pre-employment lectures and training for internship
students. For instance, each of the departments holds counseling-related courses or illustration meetings arranged
before internships domestically and abroad. Through pre-employment lectures, students are able to prepare
psychological construction and establish correct workplace concepts before off-campus internships. In addition,
internship institutions are invited to hold illustration meetings to provide references for internship students. The
school founded a project planning center, "International Workplace Internship Development Center", in the 2015
academic year. The training courses include Design Intern Training, Tunghai Caring Camp, Model Business
Management lecture. Students from the first to the third year accept training, while students in the fourth year went
to international accounting firms, such as KPMG, PwC, EY, etc., and multinational corporation, such as CHENG SHIN,
HON CHUAN, YUNG SHIN, MOBILETRON, etc., for one-semester or one-academic-year internship. Since the 2015
academic year, the internship companies have provided interns with at least 25000 dollars in scholarships every
month. The seniority during the internship period is also counted, and interns with excellent performance can stay
directly after graduation and be promoted to the next position. Specifically, the retention rate of the interns from the
accounting department is 96% with the rank being Level 2, which makes them become the highest-paid graduates of
the accounting department across the country.
In addition, the "Taiwan-Italy International Workplace Professional Internship Program" has acquired the subsidy of
the Sea-Learning and Dream-Building Program by the Ministry of Education for 9 years in a row. The amount of
subsidy accumulated has exceeded 10 million dollars. In the 2016 academic year, this program was leveled up to the
Sea-Learning A+ Program as a paradigm for cross-school cooperation. The school further cooperated with the
Corporate Synergy Development Center to create a "Website of the International Professional Talent Delivery
Platform (https://www.internships.com.tw/)", which is multinational, inter-school, and interdepartmental, in the 2016
academic year, thus effectively sifting and match-making internships positions. From May 2018, funds have been
invested to expand the "International Professional Talent Delivery Platform" into the "Global Internship Facilitation of
Taiwan (GIFT)". Foreign students studying in Taiwan are included in the internship match-making to attract New
Southbound and worldwide excellent young students to study and look for jobs in Taiwan.
" The Global Internship Facilitation of Taiwan" has 18 union universities joining together with the membership of 106
teachers and 362 students. To the 2017 academic year, the center has sent more than 300 students to Italy, Taiwan,
China, Vietnam, Indonesia, India, and other countries for internships, and managed to acquire internship awards with
more than 64 million dollars for students. The results of internships domestically and abroad are shown in Table 3-1.

Since 2009, the "Freshman Career Promotion Program" and the "Department Career Initiating Program" have been promoted. The number
of people participated is presented in Figure 3-8. From 2012, the "Career and Interdisciplinary Learning Mentor Program" and the
"Dreamland Program" have been implemented for the continuation and showcasing of the building and counseling results. The connection
between industries, teachers, and the campus can be assisted to enhance the relationship between industry and society. In 2015, the links
between alumni resources and careers have been promoted to hold the "Alumnus Mentor Program". This year, a total of 15 alumnus
mentors led 28 students to participate in the program. In the 2016 academic year, a total of 34 alumni (corporate) mentors and 65 students
were recruited for interdisciplinary alumnus mentor groups for the Alumnus Mentor Program. Students were guided through alumnus
mentors to complete learning tasks and career counseling. With diverse professional and counseling resources and in cooperation with the
student proliferation of career volunteers, a career assessment tool can be promoted to provide personalized counseling, such as resume
consultation and career counseling. Through conducting career counseling courses, lectures, and visiting activities, students can be assisted
in career planning and development, and the departments can be assisted in implementing the establishment and promotion of the career
supporting mechanism.

Employer Satisfaction Survey
More than

80%

More than

The average monthly salary
of more than 31,000 for three
years of graduation

80%

More than

Enterprise employer satisfaction

90%

Finance, construction, and
real estateEmployer satisfaction

As of 2017, a total of 1,832 enterprise employer
satisfaction questionnaires have been collected.

Number of people participating in the Department Career
Initiating Program from 201 to 2018
6,000

6,000

Business Visit
CV Autobiography

5,000

4,897

5,000

Adaptive Test Lecture

4,000

4,000

Results of internships domestically and abroad of the school in the 2014-2017 academic year1

Item

2014

2015

2016

2017

3,000
2,000

Course internship
(number of people)

1,074

974

904

947

Project internship
(number of people)

253

250

254

202

Overseas non-credit
industry internships
(number of people)

104

141

207

206

1,000
0

3,000

2,601
1,977
1,459

1,451
1,035

528
280

2014

527
379

2015

557

938

318

2016

766

2,000
1,000

628

0
2017

2018

Number of people participating in the Department Career Initiating Program from 2013 to 2018
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Liberal Arts Learning
Mechanism of Liberal Arts Learning Sustainability
Regarding the school's liberal arts education, it is hoped that every student entering

From the 106 academic year, the school has comprehensively recorded the general courses of each student and integrates them

Tunghai University can acquire two learning aspects, One is "professional learning",

into the liberal arts learning process to completely link the mechanism of the liberal arts learning throughout the school with the

meaning relying on the departments for the completion in obligatory courses and

school's core ability for liberal arts learning via literacy and core ability accumulated in formal courses (general education),

elective courses; the other one is "liberal arts learning", including university

potential courses (various lectures, salons, workshops, etc.). Additionally, the school also provides students with recommended

introduction, college guidance, labor education, service learning, extracurricular

courses and activities for the enhancement of abilities, so that students can plan the direction of the enhancement of abilities on

activities, dormitory learning, international education, vocational education, general

their own. This enables every student in Tunghai to cultivate the inherent strength and soft power of the liberal arts and cultural

education, physical education, multi-faceted environmental education, life education, etc.

characteristics that Tunghai people should have in addition to their majors.

History of liberal arts learning
●

Mechanism of liberal arts learning sustainability
Student Servant Leader

101 academic year:

Symbiotic System
α System

Establishing the "Liberal Arts Learning Promotion Committee" with the
principal as the convener and holding regular meetings for the promotion
of liberal arts learning throughout the school.
●

Social Issues

Career

Practice

Development

Senior a

102 academic year:
academic year: Completing the legitimization of the Po-Ya School.

●

103 academic Year:

104 academic year:
The platform being officially online to expect a complete trajectory radar chart
which showcases the student's liberal arts learning process.

●

105 academic year:
the number of people using the platform reaching 3000.

●

106 academic year:
the number of people increasing continuously with the functions of the platform
keeping upgrading.
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Servant

Learning

Leader

a leader

Value transformation

Stipulating seven core skills for liberal arts learning and integrating the core
abilities commonly throughout the school to construct the "platform of liberal
arts learning process information".
●

coordinator
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Student counseling
diverse mechanisms
Student leadership
development project
Physical and mental
development towards life

Po-Ya Students

New student orientation
New student growth
momentum inspiration
University guiding co-construction
of teachers and students
Dormitory learning peer counseling

Mentor
counseling
mechanism

Student
Servant
Leader

Liberal arts
lectures

Featured
theme
month

Physical and
mental
health

Life
education

Student Servant Leader
a leader、Symbiosis、
Volunteer Group、
Club Cadres、
一般生
Dormitory
Chief...

University
introduction

University
orientation

Dormitory
learning

Enforced learning and deepplowing liberal arts

An atmosphere of freedom
in the humanities

General knowledge on
core competencies

Developing liberal arts learning history
information platform

Humanities/free learning atmosphere
throughout the school

Enhancing general core curriculum
Civic culture program
Independent student learning

Labor
education
2.0
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Liberal Arts Talent Cultivation
The mechanism of liberal arts talent cultivation of the school can be divided into three parts, namely liberal arts education throughout the school, student servant leadership,
Po-Ya School students.

The Po-Ya School emphasizes the spirit of personality development and general education, places
importance on the close interaction between teachers and students and the spirit of free learning
on knowledge and takes account of guiding students to be good with everything

Po-Ya School

Po-Ya
School

The third layer

Advanced
Courses
Core Members

800-l,200people
(10+%)

Student Leaders

Intermediate
Courses and Practices
a Leader
Dormitory Chiefs
Club Cadres

Beginner Course
Retail Student

Mechanism of
cultivating students'
servant leadership

The second layer

Beginner Course

After the sophomore year, students are encouraged to establish a path for becoming
leaders to build learning. Five aspects of servant leadership are used to develop
students' leadership development: a. Effective communication skills: including
listening, empathy, persuasion; b. Self-awareness and reflection ability; c. Abilities and
habits to integrate thinking and problem analysis; d. Caring and serving altruistic
values; e. Ability to organize community and collaborate

Quasi-a Leader
Reserve Dormitory Chiefs
Club Reserve Cadres
Liberal arts
education throughout
the school

General Courses、Labor Education、University Introduction、Dormitory Learning
100% Students

Integration of the Center for General Education

The first layer

The liberal arts education throughout the school regards the First Year
Success as a goal to help freshmen in their first year at Tunghai University.
Starting from the "University Introduction" activity, students are required
to learn relevant competency and skills for building successful and
positive relationships. Moreover, through all freshmen accommodation
promoting the "freshmen Village" accommodation learning activities,
the collective living and the daily labor education can be used to guide
students to have their personalities shaped and implement life education
toward themselves, others, and the environment.
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Liberal arts education throughout the school

University introduction to
freshman and the Alpha
Leader Program

Foundation laying for
personalities in labor
education

Customer
Relationships
Sales-based

Creativity

Pioneering Practices
and Teamwork

More than 80% having
positive learning
experience

1,287 people
Recruiting senior classmates as
Alpha Leaders from 2015 to 2017

Social-based

Positive Optimism

Nine functions
(15 attributes and
competencies)

The caring by students for others,
environment, etc., in labor learning
in 2016

Service-based

Traditional-based

90%

Satisfaction of 3500 freshmen with
university introduction activities
each year

Students consider the group leader to be a
role model for learning, which conveys the
core content of the labor course.

Global Vision and

Artistic-based

Liberal Arts
Learning Core

Application-based

Adaptability

Pioneering
Practice Teamwork

Empathy

Respect and
Care for Life

People
Development
Communication
and Coordination

Aesthetics

Executability
Communication

Team Spirit

Satisfaction with senior classmates
as Alpha Leaders

Number of students participating in labor
learning in the 105 academic year

and Problem Solving

Research-based

Work Control

Active
Learning

Motivation for
Success

Comparison schematic diagram of Liberal arts' core ability
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Business-based

1,473 people

& Training

Pressure resistance

Serious and
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90%

and Activities

Multiculturalism

SelfImprovement
Leadership-based

80%

Analytical Reflection
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Department
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Tunghai University Po-Ya School, Four-year learning map
Liberal Arts Student Learning Map v5.0

Since the 2014 academic year, more than 1800 students have
participated in the relevant service leadership and leadership
developmenteach year. A total of 8,629 students participated
in leadership training courses in the 2014-2017 academic
year. The courses were provided to several student communities, such as Alpha Leaders from the Office of Student Affairs,
club cadres, dormitory chiefs, the teaching assistant system
of the Office of Academic Affairs, the student self-organized
learning communities, leaders of the labor teams from the
Office of Student labor, international volunteers from the
Office of International Relations, and career volunteer groups
from the Placement and Alumni Office. It is hoped that the
diffusion and influence of peers can be applied through small
light spots of thousands of people to practice field learning
and further deepen students' positive values and attitudes.

Leadership and Ethics

Teaching

Scientific Exploration
Development of Eastern and
Western Civilizations
World Issues

Knowledge

Liberal Arts Lectures

Learning

Tunghai Refined Narration
Liberal Arts Night Talks
Book Club
Rites

Music

Archery

Driving a chariot

Learning

Mathematics

Dinner party

Po-Ya School
Since the founding in 1949, the school has adopted Liberal
Arts Education as the philosophy of fundamental education.
In addition, the school established the office of Po-Ya School
in 1997. Life learning and personality education are
promoted by accommodation concentration, accompanied
by the academy's courses andabundant extracurricular
activities, under the circumstance of not affecting the
academy students' professional learning.
The management of the teacher community for liberal arts
education provides a co-learning mechanism for teachers,
enabling community teachers to gather together for sharing
in various professional fields. Through differences, teachers
are able to learn together and understand knowledge apart
from professional fields, which makes their perspectives more
diverse.

Tunghai

Link Camp

University

Finding My
Talent

Po-Ya Students

Six Arts

Focus and selfdiscipline
Appreciation of
calligraphy

Practice

Music/art appreciation

Phased-graduate
student

Long-distance running,
self-driving cars

Communication skills and
relationship building

APL Independent
Project Learning

Living & dormitory learning
Life Learning

Freshmen are required to participate in the liberal
arts class for Chinese courses (except for selected
students).

Mentor family program

Refined philosophy
Civic practice and the honor system

Freshmen take English courses according to the
regulations of each department.

Team
Awareness

Attitudes

Experiential education

Honorary graduates\
gradudates who serve
the community with
kindness for everything

Link awareness development

International
Awareness

Overseas communication and
exchange student co-learning

Service
Awareness

Service-learning and service
practices on- and off-campus

Career
Awareness

C a re e r e x p l o r a t i o n a n d
m e n to r c o n n e c t i o n
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